
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Website Filtering and Black/White Listing 
Control your I4 data traffic easy and online in Stratos Dashboard 
 
Introduction 
 
Website Filtering is part of Stratos Trench, the 
customer-managed firewall that helps you control 
your data traffic through Stratos Dashboard, the all-
in-one tool for BGAN, FleetBroadband, 
SwiftBroadband and (Global) Satellite Phone 
Services. 
 
Website Filtering is used together with and next to 
the already existing Trench Firewall Rules and 
enables customers to control data traffic by blocking 
or allowing access to web sites, based on five 
predefined categories. 
 
Website Filtering settings on User Profiles are 
optional and by default Stratos does not apply any 
filtering to any User Profile. 
 

New Trench Feature 
 
The new Website Filtering feature makes it easier for 
Stratos Dashboard users to restrict access to web 
sites by: 
 
o Blocking or allowing access to entire website 

categories, rather than individual websites 
o Entering specific website addresses on a white- or 

black-list, without the need to enter a IP address 
 

Website Categories 
 
Websites are grouped into 5 different Categories. 
The categories and some examples of websites 
falling in these categories are: 
 
o General Interest: Culture, Education, Sports, 

Travel 
o Social Media: Instant Messaging, Web-chat and 

Email, Newsgroups and Message boards 
o Potentially Bandwidth Consuming: Freeware 

Downloads, Streaming Video/Audio, Peer-to-Peer 
Sharing 

o Adult Content and Potentially Liable: Drug 
Abuse, Adult Material, Violence, Proxy sites 

o Uncategorized Websites: all Website categories 
that do not fall under any of the 4 above 
 

To check to which category a website belongs, use the 
“Find out which category a website is in” button on the 
panel. Enter the website name and hit Enter to find 
the category it’s mapped to. 
 

 
 
A full list of website categories and mappings to 
Website Filtering categories can be found on the 
Stratos Dashboard product page in StratosGateway. 
 

How to filter on a single User Profile 
 
To set Website Filtering rules to a single User Profile in 
Stratos Dashboard: 
 
1. Go to the Customer screen and select the Customer 

that owns the User Profile 
2. Go to Installed Base -> Value Adds -> User Profiles 

and select the User Profile by clicking the Name 
3. On the User Profile screen, select “Specify Custom 

Rules for this User Profile” from the drop-down list 
and click “Edit Website Filter Set” to open up the 
Website Filter Editor 

 

 
 

 
 



 
 

 

 

 
For more information please contact Stratos: 
Toll Free (N. America): +1 800 563 2255 
Worldwide: +1 709 748 4226 
TTY: +1 709 748 4884 
 
 

4. When starting a new Website Filter, all categories 
are listed as blocked. To allow one or more 
Website Categories, simply tick the allowed radio 
button behind the category 

5. In addition, using the Black/White List, websites 
that are blocked by the category can be allowed 
and websites that are allowed by the category can 
be blocked 

6. To add websites to the black or white list, click 
New to open an additional window. Type in the 
website URL and click Allowed or Blocked to either 
white or black list this website * 

 

 
 
7. Click Save to return to the Website Filter editor 

and repeat to enter more websites.  
Note: there is a limit of 10 black or white listed 
websites per Custom Filter setting on a User 
Profile 

 

 
 
8. To edit a website click “Edit” and to delete a 

website from the Black/White list, tick the check 
box in front of it and click the [Delete] button 

9. When all Website category and black/white listed 
sites are entered, click [Save] to return to the 
User Profile screen and [Finish] to finalize the 
order 

10. When the order is completed, Website Filtering 
will apply to the User Profile in the next new 
session from the terminal. 

 
∗ See Black/White Listing - Wildcards for more 

information on how to use wildcards 
 

How to Create a Website Filter Set 
 
To create a Website Filter Set and apply that to 
multiple User Profiles in Stratos Dashboard: 
 
1. Go to the Customer screen and select the Customer 

that owns the User Profiles the Filter Set will be 
used on.  
Note: if the User Profiles belong to different 
Customers or Vessels in Stratos Dashboard, make 
sure the Filter Set is created on a higher level to 
ensure all Customers, Sub-Customers, Vessels and 
Aircraft under that higher level can see and use the 
new Filter Set 

2. Go to Installed Base -> Value Adds -> Website 
Filter Sets 

3. Click the [New] button to open the Website Filter 
editor 

4. Follow steps 5 through 9 of the “How to Create 
Website Filtering” part and save the Website Filter 
set 
Note: there is a limit of 25 black or white listed 
websites per Website Filter set 

5. Now the Website Filter set is ready to be used on 
any User Profile of this customer and any child 
customer below it 

 

 
 

Black and White Listing - Wildcards 
 
Website names can be entered using wildcards (*) to 
block or allow websites belonging to the same domain 
for example. 
Wildcards can be used as follows: 
 
1. Domain filtering 

o Enter a domain string (text components around 
a dot such as example.org) 

o Enter a domain string with a wildcard on either 
end 
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Toll Free (N. America): +1 800 563 2255 
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Example Domain Filters: 
cnn.com 
*.cnn.com 
cnn.* 

 
2. Path Filtering 

o Users can enter a domain string followed by a 
path component (indicated by a / value after 
the domain string) 

o Path string may contain a wildcard at the 
beginning or at the end of the string 

 
Example Path Filters: 
 cnn.com/mobile* 
 *.example.org/junk* 
 sports.cnn.com/index.html 

 
3. Keyword filtering 

o Users can enter a string with a wildcard 
character on each end 

 
Example Keyword Filters: 

 *xxx* 
 *video* 
 *youtube* 

 

How are rules handled?  
 
Website Filtering works next to Trench Rules. On a 
User Profile, both Trench Rules (mandatory) and 
Website Filtering (optional) can be used. 
 
When a data session is set up with a User Profile, 
first the Trench Rules are taken into account. 
 
Since the Trench Rules are handled before any 
Website Filter setting, it’s important that the Trench 
Rules are set to allow Internet/HTTP traffic, either 
through a Public Rule (“Internet Access” or “Open”) 
or through private rules, for example “Allow all HTTP 
protocols”.  
 
When the Trench Rules allow the user on the 
internet, Website Filtering is handled: 
 

• First Trench checks the white listed 
websites 

• Second Trench checks the black listed 
websites 

• And finally, Trench checks the blocked and 
allowed categories 

 
 

 

Examples Website Filter use  
 
1. For general internet use, where the customer wants 

to block websites that consume a lot of bandwidth 
or potentially liable information on a high level, it’s 
sufficient to only block the two categories and allow 
all others. 
In this case it’s not needed to block or allow 
additional websites 

 

 
 
2. For more controlled internet traffic it’s advisable to 

keep all categories blocked and only work with 
white listed websites. 

 

 
 

 
 


